Sum rule analysis of YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$ in magnetic field

ANDREW LAFORGE, Univ. of California, San Diego, WILLIE PADILLA, Boston College, KENNETH BURCH, Los Alamos National Laboratory, ZHIQIANG LI, ALEXANDER SCHAFGANS, Univ. of California, San Diego, KOUJI SEGAWA, YOICHI ANDO, Osaka University, Japan, DIMITRI BASOV, Univ. of California, San Diego — We present infrared magneto-optical reflectance measurements which characterize the interplane transport of three dopings of YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_y$. An optical sum rule analysis reveals the field-evolution of the energy scale from which the superconducting condensate is drawn. We find that fields applied parallel to the $c$ axis totally suppress high-energy contributions to the condensate in underdoped samples while only moderately reducing the superfluid density. For optimally doped crystals the sum rule is satisfied and not modified by field. These results point toward a more conventional, BCS-like condensation mechanism, and will be discussed in relation to the interlayer phase coherence.